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Frederick Bliss is a recent graduate of St. 
John's College at Annapolis with a degree 
in chemical engineering. His 3.98 
grade-point average made him 
valedictorian. He is m-ed and has a St. 
Bernard that eats mow than his two 
children put together. He is currently 
working in Alaska, which he says is not as 
cold as it is reputed to be. 

P.Q. Gump is a graduate student in 
Family Relations at BYU, where she has 
been a student since 1967. She is a career 
student, she claims, and intends to keep 
registering until they put her on the 
faculty. She has one child by a 
long-expired marriage, and believes 
fervently in alimony. "It's better than a 
scholarship," she says, "because I don't 
have to keep my grades up." 

T heatre is a disease that the 
Mormon Church caught early 
in its childhood. It has never 
quite recovered. LDS plays, 

pageants, and extravaganzas have turned 
up every few years since the Nauvoo 
period. 

In the last ten years Mormon Theatre has 
reached its adolescence, complete with 
awkwardness and pimples, but with a 
promise of the stature it may someday 
achieve. This spurt of growth has been 
centered in Rovo, Utah, prharily because 
Brigham Young University has been, until 
recently, the only place where enough 
money, directors, playwrights and 
audience me& could mme together 
long enough to accomplish anything. lhis 
article is a history of the last ten years of 
Mormon theatre, its writers, and its 

Their cohboration was an accident, they trends. 
claim, and they don't get along very well. 
'What critics do?" Gump remarked. 
According to Bliss, he had all the good DEHNlTIONS 

ideas and Gump did all the writing. Gump Right now we're going to define some 
agrees about the writing. tenns our way, and if your definition 

differs, be not offended. The language 



belongs to us as long as we're using it. 

Monnon theatre, in this article, means 
stage plays written by andor for 
Mormons. This means we don't include 
Paint Your Wagon, which was definitely not 
written for a Mormon audience, while we 
do include Sundgaard's Promised Valley 
even though he is not LDS. Within 
Mormon theatre there are a few simple 
subdivisions: 

Scriptural plays rely on the Book of 
Mormon, the Pearl of Great Price, or the 
Bible for plots and settings. 

Mormon history plays rely on events in 
LDS Church history for plots and settings. 

Contemporary Monnon plays deal with 
specilically Mormon themes and problems 
in a contemporary setting. 

Secular plays by Mormon authors are 
those which do not specifically mention 
Mormonism but rrflect, deliberately or 
inadvertently, the LDS influence on the 
playwright. 

DEVELOPMENT: THE WATERSHED 
PLAYS 

Five Mormon writers have produced plays 
with enough impact to justify our calling 
them watershed plays. 'Iheir effect on 
other playwrights and on the Mormon 
audience has been profound and lasting, 
and several of them may tunn out to be 
classics of Mormon theatre. 

andThey 
Shall Beeathered 
And They Shall Be Gathered, written by 
Martin Kelly and directed by Dr. Charles 
W. Whitman at BYU in 1969, is the first of 
the watershed plays. Before that time 
Mormon plays could be divided into two 
rough classifications: miracle plays and 
hero plays. The miracle plays, like 
Promised Valley, were essentially 
inspirational anecdotes expanded to a 
couple of hours. The charade= were 
almost all righteous, God-fearing people 

who struggled against nature or enemies 
andwere saved from disaster by their faith 
and by divine intervention. Occasionally, 
for realism, a leading character would be 
plagued by doubts. The hem plays 
stressed the conflict between 
whiter-than-white good guys and 
blacker-than-black bad guys who always 
lost in the end. The Tmgedy offirihor andA 
Day, A Night, and A Day fall into this 
category. Some good writing often went 
into these works, but by and large they 
were primitive, simplistic, and acceptable 
only to an unsophisticated Monnon 
audience. They almost never dealt with 
serious questions. 

Kelly's Gathered, a Mormon history play 
based on the conversion experiences of an 
Armenian couple, broke through into 
realistic treatment of Mormonism. In 
Kelly's play the antagonists are not evil- 
they're good people who just don't want 
to change rehgions and don't understand 
why their children do. The young couple 
who join the Church are treated lovingly 
and humorously, and they emerge not as 
untouchable paragons of virtue but rather 
as fairly normal people who have found a 
faith they value more than an@ng else in 
their lives. In Gathered the missionaries 
administer to a dying boy and, perhaps for 
the first time in Mormon theatre. a miracle 
does not occur. The boy dies, a d  the 
non-Mormon father comforts the 
disconsolate missionaries. 

The overall effect of the play is joyful, and 
it is at least partly because of the 
believabilityof Kellyk characters and his fair 
treatment of Mormon and Gentile alike 
that And They Shall Be Guthered quickly 
became an LDS favorite. The play was 
purchased by the Church for distribution 
to the wards and stakes, and Larnbert and 
Cracmft anthologized the play in their 
book A Believing People. 

Of course Gathered did not change 
Mormon theatre overnight- several hem 
and miracle plays have been written since. 
But many of the h e s t  Mormon writers 
freely admit their debt to Ketly for having 
shown that it was possible to write a 
believeable Mormon drama. Orson Scott 
Card's The Apostate was a not entirely 
unsuccessful attempt to bring Kelly's 



honesty to scriptural drama, and Carol standard of writing. Though some writers 
Lynn Pearson's The Order is Love follows in condemned its commercialism, most were 
the Kelly tradition. quick to realize that there is nothing wrong 

with writing plays that people want 
to see. Safurday's Wanior was directly 
influenced by Pearson's play. 

The Order is Love, a musical written by 
Carol Lynn Pearson, composed by Lex 
IYAzwedo, and directed by Max 
Golightly at BYU in 1971, is the second of 
the watershed plays. The Order Is Love tells 
the story of Orderville in southern Utah, 
the home of the longest United Order 
experiment. pearson's historical research 
was impeccable, and she combined a very 
accurate picture of the community with a 
highly entertaining script. Though the 
B W  production suffered h m  overly 
presentational acting and directing, the 
singable music, the excellent 
choreography, and the simple, honest 
acting of a few of the leading characters - 
notably Blaine Jensen and Rob Nuismer - 
allowed Pearson's remarkable saipt the 
impact on the audience it deserved to 
have. 

Though Order was not innovative, it was 
the first really well-constructed Mormon 
play. Pearson achieved what other writers 
had failed to do. she cut out ail the 
deadwood and extra rhetoric and built a 
smooth-running play that held the 
audience from beg~nning to end, and this 
in spite of a &wed performance. Order 
was also the first really cornme& 
production done at BW. An on@ cast 
album of the songs from the show sold 
fairly well, and the Pearsons' Trilogy Arts 
publishing company published the saipt 
in paperback. Though the Mormon 
in-jokes are no more inaccessible than the 
Jewish in-jokes in Fiddler on the Roof, the 
American theatre-going public is not 
accustomed to them, and we believe this is 
the only bar to Order's success outside the 
Mormon ethnic group. Certainly the play 
did well wherever it played. 

The effect of The Order Is Love on Mormon 
theatre was to raise the professional 

Stone Tables, a musical written by Orson 
Scott Card, composed by Robert 
Stoddard, and directed by Charles W. 
Whitman at B W  in 1973, is the third 
watershed play. Tables is seriously flawed, 
and the Stoddard and Card team 
roduced a much better musical a year 

L a  ter, Father, Mother, Mother, and Mom. But 
because Stone Tables had a larger audience, 
its impact and influence have also been 
greater. The play, a retelling of the story of 
Moses and Aaron, is actually two plays: 
the first three acts study Moses' 
conversion from a powerful Egyptian 
prince to a shepherd and prophet in the 
wilderness of Mdian, while the last ad 
relates Aaron's conversion from a 
demagogue to a high priest after the 
making of the golden calf. 

In its BYU production director Charles 
Whitman did away with biblid costumes 
and sets, quite in keeping with the tone of 
the script. Robert Stoddard's music, 
difficult, modem, and intricate as it was, 
also pulled the play out of period and 
stressed the universality of its message. 
And though Card hampered his script 
with unrhymed v e e  and far too much 
dialogue, it too broke with tradition. Card 
had toyed with the idea of a 5 w e d  
prophet in The Apmfate a few years before, 
but in Stone Tabks he was able to show - 
not only once, but twice - the terrible 
stresses that lead to change in a character. 
Moses' pride and Aaron's insecurity are 
fundamentd to their characters in Tables, 
and the different ways they overcame their 
weaknesses are effectively contrasted. A 
third contrast is Pharaoh, who is given 



both of their flaws and fails to overcome 
either. 

callow young artist who joins the church 
and manies an even sillier M o m  Girl. 

Stone Tables's cuttine examination of 
individual change Gas a new insight in 
Mormon theatre. Audience members 
found themselves and their weaknesses, 
past or present, in Stone Tables, and the 
play as directed by Whitman was cathartic 
and fdfillbg. Unfortunately the play is too 
lorn, and even the heavily cut versions 
tharhave been ~~~~ke occasionally 
boring to the most sympathetic audience. 

Stoddad and Card, particularly in their 
subsequent Father, Mother, Mother, and 
Mom, are innovative not only for Mormon 
theatre but also for American theatre at 
M e .  Their unique combination of music 
and drama is a far ay from the usual 
musical comedies of Broadway. And 
though their style has not been imitated, 
the intensity of d'Iaract&tion is reflected 
in severallater works, notably Elliott'sFires 
of the Mind. 

Saturday's Wardor, a musical written by 
Doug Stewart, composed by Lex 
WAzevedo, and directed by Harold Oaks 
at BYU in 1974, is the fourth watershed 
play. A contemporary comedy, Wammm is 
essentiany a hero play in which a young 
Latter-day Saint is forced to choose 
between the evil worid and his joyful 
Mormon home. The particular issue is 
birth control, and Stewart answers some 
very serious population questions with a 
rather shaky folk doctrine that premortal - 
spirits choose to come to earth as families, 
and that birth control thwarts premortal 
covenants. The only direct argument 
against birth controlis the fatheis partially 
inaccurate statement that "We don't 
believe that way." The climax of the play is 
a melodramatic choice between the forces 
of good, who are all good, and the forces of 
evil, who are all evil. Subplots include a 
pair of very funny missionaries and a 

Saturday's Wanior's contribution to 
Mormon theatre is not so much artistic as 
c o m m e d .  Stewart and WAzevedo 
produced a slick, tight work that reached 
Mormons who had never known that a 
play could make them laugh and cry and 
feel wonckfd about being Mormons. 
While literary writers screamed "foul," 
Stewart brought hundreds of thousands of 
people into theaters in Utah Valley, Salt 
Lake City, Los hgeles, and elsewhere. 
Most of them had never been to a live play 
before. People who are not ready for the 
intense realism of Elliott or Card, or who 
are bored by Kelly's gentle writing, have 
been introduced to Mormon theatre 
through Saturday's Warrim, and the literati 
who complain about it may eventually 
benefit as much as Stewart. 

The original BW production was shoddy, 
and it was not until Stewart and 
WAzevedo formed Omega Productions 
that the show got off the ground. After a 
sufcessful xun in Los Angeles, Omega 
opened the show in the Spanish Fork High 
School auditorium (not known as a Mecca 
of the arts - PQG) and broke all Utah 
attendance records. 

No Broadway show in Utah has ever made 
so much money, and the lessons are dear. 
a large Mormon audience does exist, and 
there is a paying market for strictly 
Mormon entertainment. It would be 
unbtunate if better writers than Stewart 
let sour grapes keep them from writing for 
the largest theatre audience in Utah; for as 
long as that audience sees no better, they 
will remain content with milk and never 
get the meat at all. 

Saturday's Warria is too recent to have had 
much obvious effect on Mormon theatre at 
large, unless the sudden inaxme in the 
number of original plays scheduled at BW 
is partly due to Warrior's success. Possibly 
Omega Productions' financial success and 
the Utah Valley Repertory Theatre 
Company's financial failure indicate that 
the future of cornmenial Mormon theatre 
lies in heady backed individual 
productions rather than in small amateur 
groups. 
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Fires of the Mind, written by Robert Elliott 
and directed by Charles W. Whitman at 
B W  in 1974, is the fifth watershed play - 
and, we might add, the best of them all. A 
contemporary Mormon play, it is the story 
of a missionary, Elder Johnson, who is 
desperately looking for a testimony while 
shutting himself off Erom those small signs 
that do come. He is contrasted with several 
other missionaries: Markham, an eager 
dimber who wants to do the right thing 
but is too easily intluenced by the wrong 
people; Matthews, an intolerant power 
broker who feels constantly threatened by 
Johnson's unrelenting of truth; - 

and Lucas, a kind elder with a strong 
testimony who hies to help Johnson, 
through love and patience, to understand 
that he isn't finding answers because he 
doesn't know what he's asking for. 

Except for a surperfluous montage of 
voices at the end, the play is sometimes 
moving, often humomus, always gripping. 
Elliott has captured missionary language 
perfectly, and his characters are 
unbearably real. Fires would be important 
for this alone, but Qliott has advanced 
Mormon theatre inanother respect: inFires 
oftheMind the bad guysare as Mormon as 
the good guys. This kind of frankness 
could have degenerated into wholesale 
debunking, but Elliott very carefully 
balanced every argument presented. 
Johnson may accuse Markham and 
Matthews of lacking testimonies, but 
Lucas is always there to insist that he is 
wrong, and when ~ohnson is under attack 
as a bad missionary, a few who 
understand him are able to give a kinder 
view. And yet, in spite of his complete 
fairness, Elliott gives the play a moral, 
though not moralistic, conclusion: Unless 
an audience member is determined to side 
with Johnson, he will see Johnson's 
decision at the end as a mistake, however 
understandable it is. 

Unfortunately, Fires ofthe Mind can have 
only a limited effect on other writers. Its 
balanced point of view can be adopted, but 
good writing can only be imitated by good 
writers. What Elliott has done is not so 
much to change the direction of Mormon 
drama - he follows well within the 
tradition established by Kelly, Pearson, 
and Card - as to set a high standard of 
good writing. And we believe that of all 
the Mormon plays to date, Fires of theMind 
is the most like$ to endure, not.& a 
museum piece, but as living theatre that 
can delight audiences for years to come. 

THE MAJOR WRITERS 

The writers of the watershed plays ane 
essentially the major writers of Mormon 
theatre today, with one addition, Clinton 
F. Larson. Of course, the line between 
major and minor writers is a hard one to 
draw, and today's evaluations may soon 
prove out of date as new writers rise and 
old ones fade away. But these six writers 
are regarded as successful by one standard 
of success or another. 

Clinton F. Liuson. Larson, the poet in 
residence at BYU, has been writing 
Mormon drama for many years. Several of 
his works have been produced, and more 
have been published. His reputation, 
however, depends more on his poetry 
than on his plays, and in fad the most 
successful aspect of his drama is the poetry 
in it. Few Mormon writers have his 
exquisite control of language, and it is 
unfortunate that his plays are generally 
unproduceable. The problem is partly an 
outgrowth of his poetry: because each 
word is carefully chosen, the language 
overwhelms the action of the play, and the 
drama suffers. His pieces read much better 
than they play, and in printed form the 
philosophy is much more accessible. We 
could wish that he would learn 
theatricality, but then, like Larson, we are 
afraid his poetry might suffer for it. So . - 
though his plays are not likely, without a 
drastic change in style, to play before 
capacity houses, the body of literature he 
has created is still some of the h e s t  in the 
Mormon Church. He has also had an 
influence as a teacher and a critic on 
several young Mormon writers. 
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Doug Stewart. Stewart began his 
playwriting career with A Day, A Night, 
and A Day, a saiptural play based on the 
story of Nephi in the Book of Helaman. 
Essentially a hero play, the characters are 
shallow and do not change from 
beginning to end. However, Stewart's 
strength has always been the ability to 
control the structure of his plays, and signs 
of this show up in A Day. His plotting 
strengthened the drama of the saiptural 
story, and the audiences were gipped 
even when productions were weak. 

True to the maxim that one should 
capitalize on his strengths, Stewart's 
second stage play to be produced (another 
play about Enoch never saw the light of 
day), Saturday's W h r ,  was very well 
constructed and again held his audiences 
thoroughly. But Stewart's weaknesses 
were just as weak as before, and shallow 
characters and unbelievable dialogue 
prevailed. Directed as a farce, Saturday's 
Warrior's weaknesses do not show up too 
glaringly. However, we h-ope that Stewart 
will not regard his financial success as a 
sign that he has nothing left to learn. 
Writers who have mastered techniques 
that Stewart does not have may well learn 
to master his, and there is no sign that 
Mormonaudiences will be more loyal than 
any other. 

Cam1 Lynn Pearson. Pearson's fame has 
come mostly from her poetry, which 
tapped a broad market. But there is no 
doubt that she is a @ed playwright, 
though it has been some time since she 
had a new play produced. The Order Is 
Low, discussed in detail above, is still a 
well-constructed piece that hasn't suffered 
too much from comparison with most 
recent plays. We hope that we won't have 
to wait too much longer fa another play 
worthy of her talents. 

Martin Kelly. Author of And They Shall Be 
Gathered, Kelly has retired his pen longer 
than Pearson. Kelly admits to having 
written another full-length play, The 
Wrong Muon, of which he says, "It was 
awful." He is currently working on a play 
about Jan Huss, the Bohemian religious 

Kelly's naturalness in writing is 
un*hed. 

Orson Scott Card. Card is the most 
prolific of the Mormon playwrights. His 
best-known plays - The Aptate, Stone 
Tables, and Father, Mother, Mother, and 
Mom - seem to be steps in an upward 
development that looks promising. Tables 
and Father were written in collaboration 
with composer Robert Stoddard, and we 
rrgret that such a felicitous combination 
has broken up; Stoddard, disturbed by 
what he saw as Card's growing concern 
with commercialism at the expense of art, 
broke off the partnership during 
rehearsals of Liberty Jail. 

While Stoddard and Card were together 
their collaboration was unusually 
thorough. In Father, Mother, Mother, and 
Mom, which both of them regard as their 
best work, Card influenced the music to 
the point of writing several melodies, 
while Stoddard shaped much of the 
rewriting, particularly during the summer 
1974 production of the play, which 
Stoddard directed. Since then Card has 
worked with several composers, and one 
of them, Murray Boren, scored Card's 
libretto to the opera Abmham and Isaac, 
which will debut in the winter of 1976. 
However, disgusted with the lack of 
support for his Utah Valley Repertory 
Theatre Company and the aiticism on 
doctrinal of several of his works, 
Card has vowed that he has written his last 
Mormon play. How long that vow will last 
remains to be seen. 

Robert Elliott. Elliott's play, Fires of the 
Mind, is his first, which makes its 
excellence even more remarkable. Fires 
was published in full in the first issue of 
Sunstone, and plans are underway for 
several more productions of the play. In 
our most recent contact with Elliott he 
reported that he wasn't working on 
another play at the time. Of course, 
Elliott runs the risk that his second play 
won't be as good as his first. Our answer is 
that it could be inferior toFires and still be a 
good Mormon play. 

reformer who was burned at the stake, 
and those who have had an advance look 
at portions of the saipt promise that 

THE MINOR WRITERS 

There are many other playwrights whose 



works aren't as prominent and yet are 1973. Prophet, a musical about Joseph Smith 
worthy of note, such as Louise Hanson, written in collaboration with composer 
author of The Trngedy of Korihor and Jerry Jackman, was heavy-handed and 
Covenmf in Gold. Hers are essentially hero relied too much on the questionable idea 
and plays* but have attracted that Joseph Smith knew about his death 
good audiences, and Korihor toured throughout his life. 
throughout the western states with BYU's 
repertory company. Gerald Pearson, Carol Charles k 4 ' ' i m ' s  three plays-phmtom 
Lynn's husband, has written Empire, the Drum So It &~rd  Again, 
one-ads and a full-length play, The Naked and Papa Ahrrieda M m  are1it 
Veil, which was directed by Charles only a few exciting scenes. However, his 
whitman at BYU several ago. since main contribution to Mormon theatre 
then he has been in the publishing and extends beyond his own d t ing ,  as be 

recording business, appmntly to the ~ ~ S C U S S ~ ~  below. 
exclusion of playwriting. 

Fran Smeath's play Returning opened in 
Robert Stoddad mentioned above as January 1976 at BYU. A Mormon history 
collaborator with Card, also saipted a play set in Nauvoo in the l W s ,  Returning 
charming fantasy called Giraffe Story, had an excellent cast and director, and its 
which has been produced several tin~es sold-out extended run was received 
and recently was purchased by a major enthusiastically. 
play distribution company. Brenda 
Sinclair wrote Poor H m r d  while stil a Peter Johnson, currently in San Frandsco 
student at BYU. Havard had serious 5 w s  working on Malden's "Streets of San 
in structure and dialogue, and her Francisco," is regarded by some as likely to 
charades were one-dimensional, but be one of the most successful Mormon 
sell-out crowds were delighted. Sinclaifs writers, though he has not yet had a play 
comic sense may prove to be her greatest produced. 
asset. 

James Arrington, who studied at ACT in 
Ed W*e~'s The Dove was produced at San Francisco, has returned to BYU where 
BW in 1974 and shows P a t  promise. his one-man show Here's Brother Brigham 
Beverly Wamefs play Shepherd of thebrdr will be produced in March 1976. The 
a saipturd play about Peter and one of the -pt, in the tradition of Mark Twain 
few Mormon plays to portray Christ Tonight and Give 'Em Hell, Harry, is 
diredy on stage, was warmly received in reported to be more than a collection of 
1973. Keith Engar's Right ~onouraMe Saint, spicy quotations from the Journal of 
a musical with Robert Cundick based on Discourses, and Anington has taken pains 
the life of Karl G. Maeser, was produced as to give an accurate picture of Brigham 
part of BW's centennial. It was a Young. A talented actor, he will direct 
disappointment to those who expected himself in his 0- play. 
anything. 

Tom Rogers, a BYU professor of Russian 
Max Gol*tlyt a playwriting and head of the Honors Program, has 
teacher at BMI and nationally known as a written several plays, one of which, 
poet* has directed two of his Own plays, Huebner, is attracting considerable 
Wisdom Tree (a musical with Yutonna attention. Production possibilities look 
Kerbs) and The Forge and the Fire. Wisdom bright for this M~~~~ histo,.. play about 
Tree showed the wisdom of the policy of one of ~~~~~i~~~~ few real martyrs, 
not letting a writer direct his own work, who was beheaded in ~~~i G~~~~ 
since an eye might have noticed he refused to renounce his bebefs. 
and solved serious flaws in the work; but ~ ~ ~ r t ~  are that the saipt has remarkable 
by Golightly's second production of Forge 
in 1975 he seemed to have overcome some 
of his earlier problems. Thom Duncan's Other playwrights could be mentioned, 
playsA Sceptre, A Sword, A Scented Rose and and SOme are lust surfaag x ~ w .  Mat 
Prophet were produced at BYU in 1972 and should be obvious from this list is that 
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contrary to some theories it is not only 
possible that a unique Mormon theatre 
may develop - it is already here. Most of 
these writers are young and eager to learn, 
and the prospects look excellent. 

LANGUAGE 

A note belongs here about the evolution of 
language in Mormon plays. A scant ten 
years ago writers were still using stilted 
pseudo-biblical language for scriptural 
plays in the mistaken notion that 
17th-century Enghsh is the language of 
God. Even the Mormon history plays 
showed an aversion to contractions, 
fragments, and other elements of natural 
speech, and those who recan All in Favor or 
Let It Rain know what contemporary plays 
were like. Characters spoke with all the 
vim and vigor of insGctional filmstrips, 
and elocution was more important than 
characterization. 

We've come a long way since then. Martin 
Kelly began the swing to the vernacular 
with Gathered, and Pearson, Card, and 
Elliott followed. Eloquence is still possible 
(cf. John Monson's courtroom speech in 
Father, Mother, Mother, and Mom and Elder 
Lucas's testimony to Johnson inFires of the 
Mind), but the days of phony dialogue are, 
we hope, thoroughly dead. With 
contemporary language true-to-life 
characters are possible, like these 
missionaries from Fires: 

MARKHAM It's so wonderful to be 
serving these people. 
They're so humble and 
beautiful. I work my tail off 
and1 love every minute of it. 
It makes me feel so good. I 
wish I could just do this 
forever. 

MATMEWS How long have you been 
out? 

MARKHAM 11% months tomorrow. 

Mormon cliches sound like Mormon 
cliches, and our own language can make 
fun of itself in the hands of a gifted writer. 

CHARLES WHITMAN: FATHER OF 
MORMON THEATRE 

If Mormon theatre is corning into its own, a 
good portion of the credit &IS to go to 
Charles Whitman, whose intluena on 
LDS playwrights has been powerful. 
Whitman has taught or dimcted the plays 
of two-thirds of the 36 playwrights in 
TABLE I. His influence is pointed up even 
more by the fact that of the five watershed 
plays, he directed three (Guthmd, Tiz&les, 
and Fires) and was a mapr influence on 
Dog Stewart before he wrote Warrior. 
Other dimctm (see TABLE III) have put on 
Mormon plays, of course, but as head of 
the playwriting program at BYU Whitman 
has been in a unique position of influena. 
The growth of Mormon playwriting has 
been his dream, and his encouragement 
has been the impetus for many a 
playwright. His excellent direding ability 
has made many on@ plays better than 
the saipts warranted, and if there is a large 
audience for Mormon plays it is partly 
because Whitman has taught them that 
when they come to an original play they 
will not be disappointed. He has a unique 
ability to draw the best out of actors, and 
the casts of such plays as Stone Tables, 
Shepherd of the Lord, A Day, A Night, and A 
Day, and Fires of the Mind find themselves 
fulfilled, not only artistically but also 
spirituany. 

Of course, some of his former students 
now find themselves at odds with 
Whitman's ideas - but none of them will 
deny the importance of his role in their 
career. And Whitman has the good 
fortune not to resent the successes of his 
students, even when some of them 
surpass his own writing ability. 
Whitman's goal is the growth of Mormon 
theatre, not self-aggrandizement. And if 
the force of one man's will could make a 
great theatre movement, we would 
already have it. 

BYU'S MORMON THEATRE 

This does not diminish the contribution of 
other BYU directors, all of whom have 
directed at least one original script - many 
of them more than one. Student directors 



have also done important work, and the 
burgeoning direding program at BYU 
requires all student directors to present at 
least one 0rign-d play during their 
undergraduate experience, which is a 
great spur to new writers, who find their 
saipts in demand. 

BW's theatre program is far from perfect, 
and most productions leave something to 
be desired. But everything points to more 
growth and improvement. Enrollment has 
increased tremendously. Original plays 
occupy more places on the season. Tad 
Danielewski, a noted professional, has 
joined the faculty to create out of whole 
cloth a cinema program at B W .  Although 
production companies are springing up 
outside the university and outside the 
state, it will be a long time befare they can 
hope to match BYLI's contribution to 
Mormon theatre. 

THE AUDIENCE 

But the whole thing exists because of the 
audience. Obviously, the number of 
people attending LDS plays is increasing 
dramatically - but more important still is 
the fact that the audience is maturing. 
There is no dearth of the undiscerning 
who will flock to inferior plays. 
Nevertheless, there is a kernel of 
theatre-lovers who are no longer content 
with them. They have been spoiled by the 
good plays, and as their ranks increase 
there is a good chance that writers will 
improve to satisfy them. Elizabethan 
theatre did not begin with Shakespeare: 
audiences had to grow up on Box and COX, 
Gammer Gurton's Needle, and other such 
pablum before they were ready for Hamlet 
and King Lem. And if a giant should arise 
among the Mormon dramatists, it will be 
because the audience is ready. 

And not until. 
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TABLE I AUTHORS AND PLAYS* 

PLAYWRIGHT 

Martin Alder No Greater Crow11 - MH" (Whitman, BYU, 1966) 

Gerald Argetslnger unproduced-• 

James Arrington Here's Brother Bnghaml - MH (Arnngton, BYU, 1976) 

Maxllyn CapeU unproduced"* 

Olson Scott Card The Apostate - S (Whitman, B W ,  1971) 
In Fllght - S (A. Steward, B W ,  1971) 
Across Fzve Summers - MH (Wh~hnan,  B W ,  1971) 
Stone Tables - S (Whitman, BYU, 1973, Evenden, UVRTC, 1975) 
Of Gtdwn - S (Crosland, BYU, 1974) 
Father, Mother, Mother, and Mom-MH (Stoddard, UVRTC, 1974) 
A Chrishnas Carol-Se (adaptation; Card, WRTC, 1974) 
Ltkrty la11 - MH (Stoddard and Card, UVRTC, 1975 
Abraham and Isaac - S (opera, Roblson and Evenden, BYU, 1976) 

Chnsty Lund Coles The Brothm-MH (Metten, BYU, 1%8) 

Greg Dlvan unproduced- 

Thom Duncan A Sceptre, A Sword, A SaentedRose- S (Golightly, BW,  1972) 
Prophet-MH (Jacobs, B W ,  1973) 

RobertElhott Flrs of the Mlnd-C (Whltman, B W ,  1974, pbl Sunstone, Winter 
1976) 

Keith Engar Rlght Honourable Salnt - MH (Whltman, BYU, 1975) 

James E Faulconer Abraham and Isaac-771e Akedah-S (Oaks, B W ,  1971-72) 

Max Gohghtly Wlsdom Tree-Se (Golightly, BYU, 1970) 
The Forgeand the Ftre- (Gohghtly, BYU, 1974,1975) 

Loulse Hanson The Tragedv of Konhor-S (Hansen, BYU. 1969-70) 
Cor~enantt In Gold-S (Woodbury, BYU, 1972) 

Peter Johnson unproducedu* 

Marhn Kelly Atrd They Shall Be Gathered-MH (Wh~tman,  BYU, 1969, Gledhlll, 
B W ,  1976; pbl A B e h n ~ ~ g  People) 

Clinton F Larson Conanttrnrr-S, Moront-S,Mantle of the Prophet-MH; Snoul Whrte 
and the Mtrror - Se; andothen(pbl);MaryofNaznreth- 
S (Metten. BYU, 1966) 

Pat Metten Tu~rl~glrt Song - Se (Metten, BYU, 1970) 

Audra Moss unproduced'** 

Mane Myer MISSIOII Call-C (Metten, BYU, 1975) 

Mark Nielson Dark Sura~a-Se (BYU, 1969) 

Rob Nulsmer one-act-% 

Carol Lynn Pearson Mwe On-MH (Hansen, BYU, 1971, 1972) 
The Order Is Love-MH (Gohghtly, BYU, 1971; pbl Tnlogy Arts) 

Gerald Pearson The Naked Verl - MH (Whitman, BYU) 

Don Poole one-acts 

Gale S e a n  Cd~~haI2-A - Se (Wh~trnan, BYU, 1976) 
Tom Rogers Huebner-MH (to be announced) 

Brenda Slnclalr Poor Howard-Se (Gosland, BYU, 1975) 

Fran Smeath Return~ng-MH (Crosland, BYU, 1976) 

DougStewart A Day, A Nrghl, and A Day-S (Whitman, B W ,  1967, 1968, 
Jacobs, Omega, 1975; Berry, Omega, 1976) 

Saturday's Warnor-C (Oaks, BYU, 1974; Jacobs, Omega, 1975; 
pbl) 
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Robert Stoddard 

Arnold Sundgaard 

Connie Walker 

Ed Walker 

Beverly Warner 

Charles Whitman 

Buddy Youngreen 

TABLE I1 COMPOSERS 

Giraffe Story-Se [Stoddard, BW, 1973; UVRTC, 1974) 

Promised Valley-MH (various) 
Brigham!-MH (Gohghtly, BYU, 1976) 

Ninevah-S (Whitman, B W ,  1974) 

The Dove-Se (Crosland, BYU, 1974) 
The Trial ofAbou Ben Z o m - S e  (BYU, 1975) 

Shepherd of the Lord-S (Whitman, BYU, 1973) 

Phantom Emprre-Se (Mttchell, BW,  1969) 
Play the Drum So It Is Heard Aga~n-Se (Gosland, BYU, 1972) 
Papa Mamed a Motmon-MH (adaptation; Metten, BW, 1975) 

Orin Porter Rockwell-MH (Youngreen, Sundance, 1971) 
various k c e s  - Se 

Murray Boren with Orson Scott Card: Ahaham and Isaac 

Robert Cundick with Keith Engar: Rtght Honorable Satnt 

Newell Daley with Arnold Sundgaard: Brigham' 

Lex D'Azevedo with Carol Lynn Pearson: The Order Is Lone 
with Doug Stewart: Saturday's Warrior 

Gawford Gates with Arnold Sundgaard: Pmrmsed Valley 

Jerry Jackman wtth Thorn Duncan: Prophet 

Yutonna Kerbs wtth Max Gohghtly: Wtsdom Tree 

James Prigmore with Buddy Youngreen: Orin Porter Rockwell 

Robert Stoddard alone: Giraffe Story 
wlth Orson Scott Card: Stone Tables; Father, Mother Mother, and 

Mom 

James Arlington 

Orson Scott Card 

Ivan Crosland 

Mike Evenden 

Preston Gledhtll 

Max Golightly 

Harold I. Hansen 

Norlan Jacobs 

Albert Mitchell 

Harold Oaks 

Agnes Stewart 

Robert Stoddard 

Charles W. Whitman 

Lael J. Woodbury 

BYU 

UVRTC 

B W  

BYU 

BYU 

BYU 

BYU 

BYU, Omega 

B W  

B W  

B W  

BYU, LNRTC 

BYU 

BYU 

'Based on BYU Theatreproduchonxhedulesfroml%5 tol976, supplemented by m p t s o n  fileat B W  Theatre Department 
and lnlemews mth pmfessom. UVRTC produchon dedules, and t n m e w s  mth authom. 

MH. Mormon hlstory play, S: xnptural play. C. contemporary play, Se. secular play 
-Some wnten whose works have not been produced are tncluded because of thev demonstrated potenhal 
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TABLE IV PRODUCERS 
- - 

Brigham Young University Provo, Utah 

Omega Productions Salt Lake City, Utah 

Utah Valley Repertory Theatre Provo, Utah 
Company 

Sundance Summer Theatre Provo, Utah 




